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Abstract

Although many context-aware neural machine
translation models have been proposed to in-
corporate contexts in translation, most of those
models are trained end-to-end on parallel doc-
uments aligned in sentence-level. Because
only a few domains (and language pairs) have
such document-level parallel data, we cannot
perform accurate context-aware translation in
most domains. We therefore present a sim-
ple method to turn a sentence-level transla-
tion model into a context-aware model by in-
corporating a document-level language model
into the decoder. Our context-aware decoder
is built upon only a sentence-level parallel
corpora and monolingual corpora; thus no
document-level parallel data is needed. In
a theoretical viewpoint, the core part of this
work is the novel representation of contextual
information using point-wise mutual informa-
tion between context and the current sentence.
We show the effectiveness of our approach in
three language pairs, English to French, En-
glish to Russian, and Japanese to English, by
evaluation in BLEU and contrastive tests for
context-aware translation.

1 Introduction

Neural machine translation (NMT) has been ex-
plored typically in sentence-level translation set-
tings. Such sentence-level NMT models inevitably
suffer from ambiguities when multiple interpreta-
tions are possible to a source sentence.

To address this issue, context-aware NMT mod-
els have recently been presented to incorporate
document-level information in translation (Jean
et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017; Tiedemann and
Scherrer, 2017; Maruf and Haffari, 2018; Voita
et al., 2018; Bawden et al., 2018; Miculicich et al.,
2018; Maruf et al., 2019; Voita et al., 2019b). Most
of the existing context-aware NMT models are end-
to-end models which take as input the current

source sentence to be translated and the context
sentences, and then output a translation. These
models are trained on document-level parallel data,
namely, sentence pairs with surrounding, usually
preceding, sentences in the source and target lan-
guage. However, in practical scenarios, document-
level bilingual data is limited in most language
pairs and domains, posing a challenge to building
context-aware NMT systems (§ 5).

In this study, we propose a simple yet effective
approach to context-aware NMT using two primi-
tive components, a sentence-level NMT model and
a document-level language model (LM). This ap-
proach allows us to independently train the two
components on bilingual data and monolingual
data, respectively, without resorting to expensive
document-level bilingual data.

To give a probabilistic foundation to this com-
bination of two independent models, we exploit
the probabilistic nature of NMT decoding. When
generating a sequence, a left-to-right decoder out-
puts a categorical probability distribution over the
vocabulary at every time step. The decoder assigns
higher probability to the tokens that would be more
suitable at that step. Therefore, when multiple valid
translations are possible to the source sentence, the
decoder just gives a higher probability to the trans-
lation that is plausible without considering contexts.
Our idea is to adjust the probability distributions in
a context-aware manner using a document-level LM

of the target language which models inter-sentential
dependencies in the target side document.

We evaluate our methods on English to French,
Russian and Japanese translations with OpenSub-
titles2018 corpus (Lison et al., 2018) in terms of
the BLEU scores (Papineni et al., 2002) and con-
trastive discourse test sets (Bawden et al., 2018;
Voita et al., 2019b; Sugiyama and Yoshinaga, 2019).
Experimental results confirmed that our method
achieved comparable performance with existing
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context-aware NMT models.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We established context-aware NMT without
the need for document-level parallel data;
we can build context-aware NMT models from
the state-of-the-art sentence-level NMT mod-
els in various language pairs and domains.

• A comparison between our approach and shal-
low fusion (Garcia et al., 2017) reveals that
our approach generalizes shallow fusion
while adding a probabilistic foundation.

2 Context-aware Decoding using
Document-level Language Model

In this section, assuming a sentence-level encoder-
decoder model (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Vaswani
et al., 2017), we first derive context-aware score (C-
SCORE for short), a context-aware objective func-
tion of outputs to be maximised in decoding. We
next describe how to compute the C-SCORE using
the decoder with a document-level language model
(D-LM) (§ 2.1). We then detail how to perform
context-aware decoding based on C-SCORE (§ 2.2).

2.1 C-SCORE: objective function for
context-aware NMT decoding

Let us consider to find a translation y of a source
sentence x in a document. The target-side context
sentence(s) preceding y, c(y), given by the past
translations. We formulate context-aware transla-
tion conditioned on c(y) as the maximisation of the
conditional probability p(y|x, c(y)),

ŷ = arg max
y

log p(y|x, c(y))

= arg max
y

log
p(c(y)|x,y)p(y|x)

p(c(y)|x)

= arg max
y

log p(c(y)|x,y)p(y|x). (1)

Assuming that x and y are semantically similar,
we make the following approximation,

p(c(y)|y,x) ≈ p(c(y)|y). (2)

From Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, we obtain

ŷ ≈ arg max
y

log p(c(y)|y)p(y|x)

= arg max
y

log
p(c(y),y)

p(c(y))p(y)
p(y|x)

= arg max
y

C-SCORE(y;x, c(y))

where

C-SCORE(y;x, c(y)) = log p(y|x) + PMI(c(y),y)

(3)

PMI(c(y),y) = log
p(c(y),y)

p(c(y))p(y)
= log

p(y|c(y))
p(y)

(4)

PMI(c(y),y) is the point-wise mutual information
of c(y) and y which represents the degree of cooc-
curence of y and c(y). Given x, y and c(y), we
can evaluate the C-SCORE by computing the two
terms in Eq. 3 using a sentence-level NMT (S-NMT)
and a document-level LM (D-LM), respectively.

Notations We first introduce some to explain
computation in Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 using (auto-
regressive) neural sequence generation models in
NMT and LM. For sequence s (|s| ≥ 0) and token
w, a neural sequence generation model parameter-
ized by θ can compute the log probability that w
follows s, which we denote by log pθ(w|s)):

log pθ(w folows s) = log
pθ(s · w)

pθ(s)
= log pθ(w|s)

where “·” denotes sequence concatenation. Apply-
ing this auto-regressively, for any sequence s(1)

(|s(1)| ≥ 0) and s(2) (|s(2)| ≥ 1), the probability
that s(2) follows s(1) is thereby computed as:

log pθ(s
(1) follows s(2))

= log pθ(s
(1)|s(2)) =

|s(2)|∑
t=1

log pθ(s
(2)
t |s(1) · s

(2)
<t )

(5)

where s
(2)
<t = [s1, . . . , st−1].

p(y|x) computed by sentence-level NMT Com-
puting log p(y|x) using an S-NMT is straightfor-
ward. Suppose y a sequence of raw tokens y =
[y1, . . . , yT ]. Then log p(y|x) is computed by

log p(y|x) = log pS-NMT(ỹ;x) (6)

where ỹ = [y1, . . . , yT ,</s>] and </s> is a spe-
cial token to indicate the end of sentence.

PMI computed by document-level LM To com-
pute the components of PMI(c(y),y), p(y) and
p(y|c(y)), we use a document-level language
model (D-LM) which can handle a long text span
containing multiple sentences.



Our D-LM explicitly models sentence boundaries.
We generate training examples for D-LM from a
document as follow. We first insert the special to-
ken </s> into every sentence boundary including
the start and end of the document. By this prepro-
cessing, all the sentences start right after </s> and
end right before </s>. We then randomly choose
a text span of length W from the document, where
the start and end of the span do not have to match
sentence boundaries, and the resulting sequence
is fed to the D-LM for training. Note that </s>
for D-LM indicates sentence boundaries, in other
words, both start and end of sequence.

Using D-LM, p(y) is computed by

log p(y) = log pD-LM(ỹ|</s>). (7)

where ỹ = [y1, . . . , yT ,</s>].
To compute p(y|c(y)), we first obtain the context

sequence c̃(y) by concatenating all the sentences in
c(y) with </s> inserted at every sentence bound-
ary. We then compute the conditional probability
p(y|c(y)) by

p(y|c(y)) = pD-LM(ỹ|c̃(y)) (8)

where ỹ = [y1, . . . , yT ,</s>].
Let us explain why we use the boundary-aware

D-LM, whereas boundary-agnostic D-LM, which do
not use a marker (</s> to explicitly tell sentence
boundaries, are more common.1 Firstly, boundary-
agnostic LMs cannot compute the probability that
a sentence is closed with a certain length, namely,
Eq. 7 cannot be computed. Secondly, they also
cannot compute p(y|c(y)) correctly. For example,
suppose the context c(y) is “he’s my friend” (with
the punctuation “.” omitted), and the current target
sentence y is “he’s nice.” In this case, Eq. 8 is
computed by

p(y|c(y)) = pD-LM([he,’s,nice]|[he,’s,my,friend]).

However, this estimation of p(y|c(y)) may be
much less than the actual p(y|c(y)) because Eq. 8
inevitably gives significant probabilities to other y
such as “’s father” as well since “He’s my friend’s
father” is fluent as a sequence. This behavior is not
what we expect since “’s father” is not a complete
sentence, thus unsuitable for y.2

1LMs may be implicitly aware of sentence boundaries
based on punctuations such as “.” and “?”. However, since
punctuation can be omitted in some domains (e.g., subtitles),
we cannot rely on it to let the LM know sentence boundaries.

2Precisely speaking, we assume y to be a realization of
a random variable Y which is a sentence sampled from the
space of an infinitely large document.

2.2 Searching for the optimal solution
Searching for the optimal output y that maximises
the C-SCORE is not trivial since there are O(V T )
candidate sequences where V is the vocabulary
size and T is the maximum length of sequences
to be searched. We investigate two approaches to
obtain approximate solutions: reranking (§ 2.2.1)
and context-aware beam search (§ 2.2.2).

2.2.1 Reranking with C-SCORE

We first generate B hypotheses of the translation
HB = {y1, . . . ,yB} with beam search of beam
size B using the sentence-level NMT. We then
choose the one which maximises the C-SCORE.

ŷ = arg max
y∈HB

C-SCORE(y;x, c(y)) (9)

A potential issue of this approach is low diversity
in the hypotheses. It is known that hypotheses ob-
tained by beam search tend to share tokens in their
front part, namely, the variation is unevenly concen-
trated on the tail. Moreover, plausible variations
can be pushed out of the hypotheses by trivial vari-
ations such as whether to put a comma. Therefore,
ambiguity to be disambiguated using contextual
information may be pruned in beam search.

2.2.2 Context-aware beam search
Context-aware beam search (C-AWARE beam) is
beam search that is extended to work with C-
SCORE. C-SCORE (Eq. 3) can be decomposed into
token-wise C-SCOREs (Eq. 5 through Eq. 8).

C-SCORE(y;x, c(y)) = log p(y|x) + PMI(c(y),y)

=

T+1∑
t=1

C-SCOREw(ỹt|ỹ<t)

(10)

where

C-SCOREw(ỹt|ỹ<t) = log pS-NMT(ỹt|ỹ<t;x)

+ log
pD-LM(ỹt|c̃(y) · ỹ<t)
pD-LM(ỹt|</s> · ỹ<t)

(11)

By this decomposition, C-SCOREw is conditioned
by the partial sequence generated by time step t.
We can thereby apply beam search to generate se-
quences in an auto-regressive manner.

The first term of Eq. 11 represents translation
probability for the t-th token. The second term can
be interpreted as PMI between the t-th token and



the context, that is, how consistent the t-th token
is with the context. Compared to the reranking ap-
proach, C-AWARE beam can be considered to max-
imise the C-SCORE more directly in the sense that
disambiguation and token selection based on the
context is performed at every step in beam search.
Thus we expect C-AWARE beam to alleviate the low
diversity problem of reranking.

2.2.3 Smoothing probabilities for PMI

In our experiments, we observe that the original
C-AWARE beam significantly improves contrastive
tests but deteriorates BLEU at the same time. By an-
alyzing contextual PMI correlation between source
and target texts, we find the PMI term in the C-
SCORE sometimes takes an excessively large value
against the translation probability term, which de-
stroys the C-SCORE. This is understood intuitively
by the fact that the calculation of PMI includes sub-
traction of log probability, and log probability may
take a very small negative value to represent a prob-
ability close to zero. To alleviate this problem, we
investigated some methods including probability
smoothing and restriction of the vocabulary set on
which LM gives probabilities.

We explore two smoothing methods which we
found simple but effective. These smoothing tech-
niques are applied to both the numerator and de-
nominator LM outputs of Eq.11. Hereafter, we use
the notation of py=w ∈ {p(y = w), p(y = w|c)}
where w ∈ V and

∑
w py=w = 1.

Add-α smoothing is inspired by the count smooth-
ing with the same name, and replaces py=w by

p̄y=w =
py=w + α

|V |

α+ 1
(12)

where α is a hyper-parameter to be tuned to max-
imise the translation performance on a develop-
ment set. Smaller probabilities take larger scaling
(p̄y=w/py=w). α = 0 is equivalent to no smoothing
and α = ∞ is equivalent to setting all the token
probabilities to 1

|V | .

Temperature scaling (Guo et al., 2017)3 replaces
py=w by

p̄y=w =
pTy=w∑
w′ pTy=w′

(13)

where T is a hyper-parameter. T = 1 is equivalent
to no smoothing. Basically, we choose T from
(0, 1) to flatten the probability distribution.

3Although Eq. 13 is different from the original, the scaling
mechanism is identical if we replace T by 1

T
.

2.2.4 On the relation to shallow fusion
Shallow fusion (Gulcehre et al., 2015) is a method
to integrate probability distribution outputs ob-
tained by NMT and a language model at sentence
level (LM) to form a new translation objective that
is expected to promote fluency of translations. The
original shallow fusion score is computed using
a sentence-level language model. The token-wise
formula of the computation is

log p(yt) = log pS-NMT(yt;x) + β log pS-LM(yt),

where β is a hyper-parameter. In our notation with
the document-level LM, this is written by

log p(yt) = log pS-NMT(ỹt|ỹ<t;x)

+ β log pS-LM(ỹt|</s> · ỹ<t).

A natural extension of this objective to the context-
aware scenario should be

p(yt|c(y)) = log pNMT(ỹt|ỹ<t;x)

+ β log pD-LM(ỹt|c̃(y) · ỹ<t),

where context c̃(y) is integrated into the condition.
We call this the conditional document-level shal-
low fusion. Obviously, this is what we obtain from
Eq. 11 by ignoring the discount of the uncondi-
tional LM probability pD-LM(ỹt|</s> · ỹ<t).

An important difference made by the absence
of discounting with the unconditional LM is that
the conditional document-level shallow fusion
would prefer tokens which frequently occur re-
gardless of the context. It is also worth noting
that, when the context is empty, our C-SCORE falls
back to sentence-level NMT, whereas conditional
document-level shallow fusion becomes equivalent
to the original sentence-level shallow fusion.

3 Experimental Setup

We evaluate the proposed approaches on three lan-
guage pairs: English to French (En-Fr) and Rus-
sian (En-Ru) and Japanese to English (Ja-En), in
terms of BLEU scores (Papineni et al., 2002) and
contrastive tests (Bawden et al., 2018; Voita et al.,
2019b; Sugiyama and Yoshinaga, 2019).

3.1 Datasets and preprocessing
We use the OpenSubtitles2018 corpus (Lison et al.,
2018) for parallel and monolingual corpora. Fol-
lowing the criteria for document segmentation and
filtering on sentence pairs presented by (Voita et al.,



French Russian English

train 106M, 8.61 44.8M, 8.00 440M, 8.24
dev 41.7k, 8.16 33.2k, 8.27 49.8k, 8.49

Table 1: Statistics of the monolingual corpora (# of sen-
tences, # of tokens per sentence).

En-Fr En-Ru Ja-En

train 17.6M, 10.5, 10.7 12.5M, 10.2, 9.6 742k, 8.92, 10.0
dev 1665, 11.8, 12.3 4407, 12.3, 11.8 2834, 11.9, 11.8
test 4166, 12.6, 12.7 4439, 11.7, 11.1 2820, 11.3, 11.4

Table 2: Statistics of the monolingual corpora (# of sen-
tences, # of tokens per source and target setence).

2019b), we build monolingual corpora and parallel
corpora as follows. To build monolingual corpora,
we add document boundary information into them
such that each document consists of contiguous
subtitle sentences from the same movie and times-
tamp difference of any two adjacent sentences in
the same document is no more than 7 seconds. To
build parallel corpora, we pick sentence pairs with
a relative time overlap of subtitle frames between
source and target languages being at least 0.9 to
reduce alignment errors. For the training of 2-to-2
models (context-aware end-to-end NMT models de-
scribed in § 3.2), document boundary information
is added to the parallel corpora using the source-
side timestamps as with the monolingual corpora.
Prior to building the Russian corpora, we remove
the movies from which the En-Ru contrastive test
sets (described in § 3.4) were made.

We perform punctuation normalization, tokeniza-
tion, and truecasing on English, French, and Rus-
sian text using Moses toolkit v4.0.4 We tokenize
Japanese text using MeCab (v0.996)5 with ipadic
(v2.7.0) dictionary. We then encode the texts of all
the languages into subwords using SentencePiece
(v0.1.81)6 with unigram language model. The sub-
word vocabularies are of 16000 tokens and sepa-
rately trained for each language. Statistics of the
resulting corpora is listed in Table 1 and Table 2.

3.2 NMT models
As baselines, we trained existing sentence-level
NMT and context-aware NMT models for each lan-
guage pair. The sentence-level models (hereafter,
1-to-1) are also used for computing C-SCORE in our

4http://www.statmt.org/moses/
5https://taku910.github.io/mecab/
6https://github.com/google/

sentencepiece

method. For baseline context-aware NMT model,
We adopt an end-to-end model called 2-to-2 (Tiede-
mann and Scherrer, 2017; Bawden et al., 2018),
which inputs the concatenation of context and
the source sentence that follows the context to a
sentence-level NMT. Despite of its simplicity, 2-to-
2 is known to be a strong context-aware baseline.

The NMT model architecture is all Transforemr
base (Vaswani et al., 2017) with relative position
representation (Shaw et al., 2018). 2-to-2 models
are trained with up to three preceding sentences of
both source and target as context concatenated to
the current sentence. We allowed empty context in
training 2-to-2. For both 1-to-1 and 2-to-2 models,
training sentence pairs are batched together by ap-
proximate sequence length, such that each training
batch contains approximately 16000 source tokens.

3.3 Document-level Language models
The architecture of the document-level language
models is the decoder part of Transformer with
relative position representation. The number of de-
coder blocks is 12. The dimensionality of embed-
dings and attention is 768 with 12 attention heads,
and the inner layer of the feed-foward networks has
dimensionality of 3072.

As described in § 2.1, when training the lan-
guage models, a special control symbol </s> is
inserted at every sentence boundary. Each training
mini-batch contains text spans each of which is
a sequence of tokens randomly sampled from the
same document and the maximum span length is
W = 512. Text spans are batched such that about
32000 tokens are in a training batch.

3.4 Evaluation methods
We adopt contrastive tests (Bawden et al., 2018;
Voita et al., 2019b; Sugiyama and Yoshinaga, 2019)
for context-aware NMT to evaluate the model’s abil-
ity to capture contextual information in translation,
in addition to the evaluation by BLEU scores (Pap-
ineni et al., 2002). A contrastive test set consists of
contrastive questions for context-aware NMT mod-
els to answer. Each question has a source sentence
x, a sournce context c(x), a target context c(y), and
translation candidates Y = {y1, . . . , yM}. Models
must answer a candidate ŷ ∈ Y which would be
the most appropriate translation of x, i.e.

ŷ = arg max
y∈Y

p(y|x, c(x), c(y))

The En-Fr, En-Ru, and En-Ja test sets consist of
400, 6000, and 100 questions, respectively.

http://www.statmt.org/moses/
https://taku910.github.io/mecab/
https://github.com/google/sentencepiece
https://github.com/google/sentencepiece


En→Fr En→Ru En→Ja

coref. coherence deixis lex.c ell.infl ell.vp zero
/cohesion pronoun

1-to-1 50 50 50 45.8 53.2 26.2 50

2-to-2 85 64 88.6 74.6 81.4 81.4 80
C-SCORE add-α 80 65.5 81.1 89.2 75.6 64.6 84

T -scaling 83 69.5 85.8 94.2 84.2 74.4 84
Conditional Shallow Fusion 52.5 52 54.7 55.3 53.4 32.4 58

D-LM only PMI(c(y), y) 91.5 92 96.4 97.0 61.2 90.2 94

p(y|c(y)) 90 83.5 91.2 96.3 80.8 86.2 93

Table 3: Scores for En→Fr, En→Ru, and En→Ja contrastive tests.

3.5 Hyper-parameters

We tune hyper-parameters α, T (§ 2.2.3), and β
(§ 2.2.4) based on BLEU score on the development
set in the evaluation with BLEU, while we tune
these hyper-parameters on the scores of contrastive
tests in the evaluation of contrastive tests under
the contrastraint that it does not deteriorate BLEU

compared to the baseline sentence-level decoder.
We tune α and T for each language pair and

model (reranking and C-AWARE beam), and tune β
for each language pair and model (conditional and
unconditional shallow fusion). α is tuned in range
(0, 1000], and T and β are tuned in range (0, 1).

For beam search of 1-to-1, 2-to-2, C-AWARE

beam, and shallow fusion, we use a beam size of 5.
For beam search in the reranking, we use a beam
size of 10. We confirmed on the development that 1-
to-1 and 2-to-2 models with beam size of 5 perform
better than or at least comparable to models with
beam size of 10. We use three previous sentences
as context for the context-aware models (2-to-2,
C-AWARE beam, and conditional shallow fusion).

4 Results and Analysis

4.1 Contrastive tests

Tables 3 lists evaluation results of the En-Fr, En-Ru,
and Ja-En contrastive tests. En-Fr contrastive test
comprises three test sets: two for translation of En-
glish anaphoric pronouns (denoted by coref.) and
one for lexical cohesion in the target-side (denoted
by coherence/cohesion). En-Ru contrastive test in-
clude four test sets: deixis is for person deixis, lex.c
is for lexical cohesion, ell.infl is for inflection of
Russian nouns caused by ellipsis in the source sen-
tence, and ell.vp is for verb ellipsis in English text
which is not allowed in Russian. The Ja-En test
set is for translation of zero pronoun in Japanese.
Although the contrastive test is targeted at context-

En→Fr En→Ru En→Ja

1-to-1 39.26 34.39 21.60
2-to-2 39.29 34.09 20.31

Reranking base 38.86 33.87 22.11
add-α 39.54 34.97 22.36

T -scaling 39.58 35.01 22.62

C-AWARE beam base 37.50 32.15 20.41
add-α 39.74 34.62 21.98

T -scaling 39.56 35.26 22.23

Shallow Fusion (conditional) 39.39 34.87 21.71
(unconditional) 39.38 34.51 21.39

Table 4: BLEU scores for En→Fr, En→Ru, and En→Ja.

aware NMT models, it is possible to answer the
contrastive questions by arg maxy PMI(c(y), y) or
arg maxy p(y|c(y)). Scores obtained by these two
objectives are also reported in the table.

The D-LM only objectives achieve higher scores
than C-SCORE, except for the En-Ru ell.infl, al-
though the C-SCORE has the advantage of the in-
formation about x given. This may be due to the
difference of the distribution of the sentences in
the monolingual corpora and the target-side of the
parallel corpora. C-SCORE with T -scaling shows
comparable performance with 2-to-2 as a whole.

4.2 Performance in BLEU

Table 4 shows the results in BLEU.7 With-
out smoothing, our reranking with context-aware
scores is comparable to baseline 1-to-1 and 2-to-2
decoders, while C-AWARE beam degrades BLEU

scores. We later analyse the reason in detail in
§ 4.3. Both add-α and T -scaling smoothing are
effective for recovering the performance and fur-

7The hyper-parameter values for α and T in reranking, α
and T in C-AWARE beam, and β in conditional/unconditional
shallow fusion are {100, 0.1, 150, 0.1, 0.01, 0.01} for
En→Fr, {1000, 0.2, 250, 0.3, 0.1, 0.01} for En→Ru,
{100, 0.4, 100, 0.4, 0.1, 0.06} for En→Ja, respectively.
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Figure 1: BLEU and the average score of En→Fr contrastive test while varying hyperparameter values.

(a) PMI (b) PMI with rand. context (c) Cond. prob. (d) Cond. prob. (rand. context)

Figure 2: Source-target correlation of contextual PMI (a, b) and conditional probability (c, d), calculated based on
the correct context (a, c) and wrong context that is randomly chosen from the dataset (b, d). The dataset is a subset
of the training data from the En-Fr parallel corpus. Plots are for 4166 sentence pairs in the dataset.

ther improve BLEU by 1.02 over 1-to-1. C-AWARE

beam and reranking with smoothing also outper-
form shallow fusion in the majority of cases.

Figure 1 depits the trade-off of BLEU scores and
average scores of contrastive tests for En→Fr trans-
lation with C-AWARE beam. This is a natural conse-
quence of C-SCORE that captures a valid translation
in the two independent perspectives. We will de-
sign context-aware BLUE in the future.

4.3 PMI correlation analysis

We have demonstrated in § 4.1 the effectiveness of
PMI as a measure of a valid translation given con-
text using contrastive tests. To gain a deeper insight
into how well PMI conveys semantic connection of
the current sentence and its context, we investigate
the correlation of PMI between source and target
and provide some analysis and visualization.

PMI correlation between source and target
The main results we show in this section is that
PMI of the source and target correlate well. This
is important because this supports that PMI is a
language-independent measure of the connection
between the current sentence and its context.

We have discussed only target-side PMI(c(y),y)
defined by Eq. 4. It is also possible to compute the
source-side PMI(c(x),x) in the same way. Given a

document-level parallel corpus, we measure a cor-
relation between PMI(c(x),x) and PMI(c(y),y))
for each sentence pair (x,y) in the corpus.

Figure 2a shows the PMI correlation for 4166
En-Fr sentence pairs taken from the training data.
The pairs of PMI values are computed using En-
glish and French language models trained on the
training data. We observe a clear correlation be-
tween source and target, which agrees with the
intuition that if the target sentence matches well in
the context, so does the source sentence. What is
also obvious in Figure 2a is that most of the points
lay in the first quadrant where both the source and
target contextual PMI is greater than 0, which is ex-
plained by the simple intuition that most sentences
should have positive coocurence relation with their
contexts. These nature is lost when compute the
contextual PMI using a wrong context c̃ randomly
chosen in the dataset as shown in Figure 2b.

The effectiveness of PMI as a measure of the
valid translation of the current sentence given con-
text is further emphasized when compared to the
conditional probability p(y|c(y)), which could be
an alternative measure of how suitable y is in the
context as described in § 2.2.4. Figure 2c and 2d
are the conditional probability version of Figure 2a
and 2b: (p(x|c(x)), p(y|c(y))) for each sentence



Figure 3: Correlation of contextual PMI between the source sentences (from the training data) and the outputs of
some models (1-to-1, C-AWARE beam, and C-AWARE beam with add-α smoothing of α = 400).

pair (x, y) in the same dataset are plot in Figure 2c
and the same tuples but with random contexts are
plot in Figure 2d. Unlike the contextual PMI corre-
lation, conditional probability correlation remains
high even when we give wrong contexts. This is
because the conditional probability of a sentence
is highly affected by how frequently the sentence
is observed regardless of context; if the source sen-
tence is written with common expressions, then
so is the target sentence and they are likely to be
observed regardless of the context.

Analysis of the model outputs
PMI correlation gives us a good explanation of how
C-AWARE beam with the base configuration fails
(see Table 4). We plot the PMI correlation between
the source sentences and their translations obtained
with NMT models (Figure 3). We can find some
outliers in the bottom right area of the plot for C-
AWARE beam, which is the cause of the low corre-
lation coefficient R = 0.650 < Rsrc−ref = 0.681.
This result suggests that C-AWARE beam with the
base configuration choose some tokens based on ex-
cessively high token-wise PMI, which breaks some
translations resulting in the low BLEU. Translation
of the 1-to-1 model shows higher correlation with
the source texts than the reference translation (Fig-
ure 2a). An explanation could be alignment error
in the corpus: although worse than the reference
translations in quality, outputs of 1-to-1 are consid-
ered to be perfectly aligned to the source sentences.
C-AWARE beam with add-α smoothing (α = 400)
seems to be free from this issue and achieves the
highest PMI correlation R = 0.752.

5 Related Work

As an approach to context-aware NMT without
document-level parallel data, our work is related
to the context-aware translation error correction
model (DocRepair) (Voita et al., 2019a). DocRe-
pair is a sequence-to-sequence model to map a

document containing inconsistent sentences into a
consistent one. DocRepair only looks at the output
translation of the sentence-level NMT and thus is ag-
nostic on the confidence of the words, which poses
some limitations. For example, it may perform mis-
correction when the output of the sentence-level
NMT is irregular but correct. On the other hand,
our C-SCORE-based models modify the output of
the sentence-level model more softly based on the
probabilities generated by the sentence-level NMT

and a language model. Hence an irregular output
of the sentence-level NMT is not changed when the
sentence-level NMT is highly confident about it.

Our work is also related to shallow fusion (Gul-
cehre et al., 2015), in which token-wise probabili-
ties output by an NMT model and a sentence-level
language model are combined to be used as trans-
lation scores in decoding. As we have discussed in
§ 2.2.4 and the experimental results and analysis, C-
SCORE captures contextual information better than
the shallow fusion score with extended context.

6 Conclusions

We present an approach to context-aware NMT

based on PMI between the context and the cur-
rent sentence. We first provide the formulation
of the objective, C-SCORE, and the computation
process of the C-SCORE using a sentence-level
translation model and a document-level language
model. We investigate two search methods, rerank-
ing and beam search, and evaluate the methods
in English-French, English-Russian, and Japanese-
English translation. We also provide some analysis
and visualization to better understand the nature of
PMI between the context and the current sentence.

We plan to design context-aware BLEU using
PMI for context-aware NMT models. We will extend
our method to non-autoregressive NMT (Gu et al.,
2017). We will release all of the code to promote
the reproducibility of our results.
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